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Abstract 
Giant cell tumor is a locally aggressive benign tumor of bone predominantly involving proximal tibia 

region. We are reporting Case of Recurrence of 8years back operated case of Giant Cell Tumor of the 

proximal Tibia previously treated with cementing and bone grafting now presented with malignant 

fulminating mass over upper one third of leg managed with amputation. 
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Introduction 
Giant cell tumors are common in proximal tibia and distal end radius and have a low 

tendency to recur. They have been treated successfully with excision and cementing or 

sandwich bone grafting without recurrence. GCT represents approximately 5% of all primary 

bone tumors [2, 3]. More than half of these lesions occur in the third and fourth decades of life 
[3]. GCTs are benign tumors with potential for aggressive behavior and capacity to 

metastasize. Although considered to be benign tumors of bone, GCT has a relatively high 

recurrence rate. Metastases occur in 1–% of patients with GCT and some earlier studies have 

correlated the incidence of metastases with aggressive growth and local recurrence [4, 5]. 90% 

of GCT exhibits the typical epiphyseal location [6, 7]. The most common locations, in 

decreasing order, are the distal femur, the proximal tibia, the distal radius, and the sacrum [8]. 

Involvement of the foot and ankle is rare and comprises <4% of all giant cell tumors (GCT) 
[9]. We present this of GCT in the proximal tibia recurring after treatment which was treated 

successfully with no signs of recurrence this time with amputation. 

 

Case Report 

A 40-year-old female presented with complaints of pain and swelling and deformity below 

right knee since 4 month. 4 month back patient developed cystic swelling just below right 

knee which was insidious in onset and proliferating in nature. Now patient came with 

fungating soft tissue mass just below right knee. There was no history of trauma. Patient had 

history of GCT 8 yrs back which was treated with saucerisation and bone grafting 

cementing. 

On examination, lobulated outgrowing fungating mass over anterior aspect of proximal 1/3 

rd of leg of size 10x10x7 cm. Surface is ulcerative with clear and darkened margins due to 

pigmentation. Surrounding skin appeared reddish brown. On palpation local raise of 

temperature and tenderness present, mass not attached to underline bone & surface is 

ulcerative, distal pulses and movement present & lymph nodes are not palpable.  
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Fig 1: Clinical picture of patient 

X-rays revealed a mass over proximal tibia with opacity inside proximal tibia with cementing. 

   

Fig 2: AP & lateral view X-ray of right knee 

CT imaging revealed loose expansile soft tissue lesion in 

metaphysis of proximal right tibia with soft tissue 

component (neoplastic etiology) aggressive. 

 

Histopathological report suggestive of giant cell tumor of 

bone malignant type with plenty of giant cell, plenty of 

eosinophils and round oval stromal cells.

     
 

Histopathology slides of sent sample 

Magnetic resonance imaging revealed findings of recurrence of primary neoplasm. 
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Fig 3: Magnetic resonance imaging 

 

Surgery by amputation of right leg by knee disarticulation 

done to avoid recurrence. Laboratory investigations were 

within normal limits and surgery in the form of amputation 

was planned. The tumor was excised). The specimen was 

sent to histopathology for further examination. A thorough 

wash was given, and the defect was treated with 5% phenol. 

The tumor which was sent for histopathological examination 

which confirmed the diagnosis of GCT. Histopathology of 

the tissue showed malignant type of giant cell tumor. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Post operation picture of patient 

Conclusion 

 

The patient at 6 months follow-up is doing well, without any 

pain, comfortably and amputation stump movement present 

with no signs of recurrence. Hence, we conclude that a 

patient of recurrence case of GCT of proximal tibia was 

successfully treated with amputation. Giant cell tumors 

should be kept in mind as a differential diagnosis of all lytic 

lesions. Although they are known to occur in the distal 

femur, the proximal tibia, the distal radius, and the sacrum. 

excision, curettage, treatment of the lesion with phenol and 

finally filling with bone grafting and cementing gives 

excellent results and reduces the chances of recurrence but 

recurrence can occur as seen in our case with malignant 

fulminating mass where aggressive treatment like 

amputation may be needed. 
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